25LIVE
Searching for Locations
The following guide will walk you through a few
ways to search for locations in 25LIVE.

Start a search for locations by clicking the More
menu and selecting (1) search. From the drop
down, choose (2) locations.
Type a keyword into the (3) search bar and click
(4) search.
You can also search for locations based
category, feature, or capacity by
selecting (5) more options.
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Categories refers to the type of room
Features refers to the type of
equipment or seating in the room
Capacity allows you to find locations
based on the number of attendees it can
hold. Select a minimum range, a
maximum range, or both
You can use all search options at one time or
just search using a single criteria. The more options
you choose, the narrower your search results will
be.
Once you narrow down the search criteria you want
to use, click search to see a list of locations.
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If you will search for the same list of locations
frequently, you can save the search so that it
is easy to find in the future. From the list view,
select (6) save as.
In the box that appears, a unique name in the
(7) search name field. If this is a search
you will use frequently, be sure to add it to
your favorites list by selecting (8) yes.

Access this saved search in the future using
the (9) save searches tab. You will navigate to (10) all of your searches. Select your search and click run to see the list.
Your searches will appear alphabetically.
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Quick Tips:
From the locations list, you can mark a
location as a favorite by clicking the
(11)star next to the location name
until it appears yellow.

You can also see basic information
about each location such as equipment
features, the location category, and the
maximum capacity by hovering over
the location name.

By default, only 25 locations will show
on a given page. You can adjust your
view (12) to see up to 100 locations
per page or simply navigate through
the list using the (13) Next and Last
buttons at the bottom of the page.
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